
Offline Learning Activity for 
Visual Art 

 

Day: Day 19-20 

Topic: Drawing and Painting Music 
Standard:  1, 2, 3, 10, 11 
Time: 60 minutes 

Overview 
This learning activity is for students to use when they do not have access to the course. This 
work will be graded and used to replace work that you missed while you were out of school. 

Objectives 

After completing this activity, students will be able to . . . 
● create an artwork in response to a piece of music, using line, shape, color, and texture 

Assignment Instructions 

 
Wassily Kandinsky, Yellow-Red-Blue, 1925 



Offline Learning Activity for 
Visual Art 

 

This artwork is by Wassily Kandinsky. Many of his paintings are based upon music. He wanted to use 
lines, shapes, and colors to indicate what music would look like if you could see it. Look closely at the 
artwork and you can imagine that the large, bold shapes might be the “sound” of a booming drum; or 
repeated curved lines could be the “sound” of a flute or violin. 

What type of music do you think the artist was listening to when he painted this artwork? Explain 
why. 

 
 

You will be creating an artwork based upon a song you listen to. When you decide which song you’re 
going to respond to, write the title and artist of the song here. 

 
 

 

Creating the Artwork 

● Now, select a song to listen to. Instrumental songs work best (no lyrics). 
● Draw lines and shapes to represent the sounds that you hear. Listen to the song as many times 

as you need to. 
○ These can be geometric or organic shapes, but they shouldn’t represent objects. In 

other words, see if you can express the music without hearts, stars, or other 
recognizable objects. 

● Using whatever supplies you have (markers, colored pencils, paints, highlighters, etc.), color all 
the shapes and the background with the colors that best represent the music. 

● This should take about an hour to complete. 

Grading Info 

Your work will be graded on effort and creativity. 

 


